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Stop the
madness of
‘devo max’
Why progressive federalism is the answer

COMMUNISTS SAY a federal republic as the
best way forward for the peoples of Britain.
It won’t solve any problems in itself.   Real

progress will depend on how far working people
organise themselves to push forward socialist
objectives.  But it provides the best basis for doing
so.

Communists oppose ‘devo max’.  Instead they call for
the retention and enhancement of  the current principle
whereby some tax income is redistributed across the
nations and regions of  Britain on the basis of  social need.
Such redistribution is essential because big business and
wealth is overwhelmingly concentrated in the south-east

In this respect Devo Max as a trap.  Making Scotland
solely reliant on taxes raised in Scotland stops this
redistribution.  Even including taxes on oil and gas, the
proceeds will be far too small to make up the current
deficit.  Depending on whether oil prices recover and how
fast oil extraction declines, Scotland could be poorer by
anything between £4 billion and £10 billion – more than
the Tories have already cut.

The SNP case for Devo Max is that by controlling all
taxes they could grow the economy by attracting more
investment – especially external.  But that will mean
cutting taxes on big business even further.

Communists call, as we have for the past 80 years, for
home rule parliaments with powers of  public sector
intervention, public ownership and greater borrowing
powers – powers to reinforce the bargaining position of
working people in each nation.  Taxes on wealth, capital
and profits should be at federal level – uniting
working people across Britain to secure the
greatest level of  redistribution.
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IF THE TORIES emerge from
the election with the biggest
number of seats, they will seek

to form a government – with
direct or indirect support from
Northern Ireland Unionists and
UKIP. 

Tory policies spell disaster for
working people. They are pledged to
make strikes effectively illegal by
demanding 40 per cent backing from
the total eligible membership.
According to the Institute for Fiscal
Studies, they are committed to public
sector cuts over the next two years
that on a year to year basis will be
TWICE the size of  those already
made.  Another £12 billion will be
slashed from the welfare budget –
almost 20 per cent of  the total for
working age claimants.

Electorally, the Labour Party is the
only party able to stop the Tories –
though so far its policy commitments
remain disappointing.  There’s nothing
on trade union rights and no change
on Trident.  

On public spending it is better than
the Tories and, according to the

Institute of  Fiscal Studies, more or
less identical to the SNP: no more
cuts after the current fiscal year.  

But unlike the SNP Labour does
support tax rises on the wealthy: 50
per cent rate for the rich, tax on
bankers’ bonuses, a mansion tax,
action against tax havens that don’t
expose tax dodgers.   It is also
pledged to abolish the bedroom tax
and to cap private sector rents,
energy prices and train fares – and
create a public sector rail franchise.
It’s not enough. But it’s night and day
compared to the Tories.   

This is why Communists call for a
Labour vote in the great majority of
constituencies – plus the development
of  the People’s Assembly as a mass
movement of  communities and trade
unions.  As always it will be
organisation on the ground and
workplace struggles that will
determine whether Labour
can be pushed further
to the Left.  
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MEDIA

One hundred new
readers needed in
Scotland

IT WAS 85 years ago, in 1930,that the daily paper that is now
theMorning Star first came off

the printing press.  Then the Daily
Worker, it was designed to provide
courage and class politics to the
working class movement after the
1926 General Strike and in the
midst of deepening depression and
unemployment.    
It has played that role ever since.
It rallied for solidarity with Spain,
against appeasement and fascism,
for full employment, public
ownership and the welfare state.  It
spoke the truth for the miners and
for UCS. It exposed the lies that
justified  the Iraq war and Trident.

But now the Morning Star needs
the movement’s help if it is to
survive into the new century.  
1,000 new readers are needed to
make the paper financially viable:
100 in Scotland.  It’s not an
impossible task – and every new
reader will strengthen class politics.
Since the call was made three
months’ ago, there has been a slight
up-turn in sales in Scotland.  But a
more organised effort is needed.
One example of what could be
done has been given by South
Lanarkshire Unison branch.  This
has written to four local libraries
saying it will sponsor one copy of
the paper daily for six months.
The Scottish Morning Star
Campaign Committee, with the
backing of the STUC, is appealing
to every union, trades union council
and trade union branch to consider
what could be done.  
Now the Lobbying Act is in force,
there are legal restrictions on how
far trade unions can intervene in
the election.  But newspapers,
thanks to Rupert Murdoch, are
exempt.  They can support who
they like, beat the racist drum,
hound the unemployed and vilify
trade unionists.
The Morning Star can use that
freedom also – for social justice,
solidarity and peace.  But only if it
is still alive.  Keep it shining.  Win
the 100 readers.
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Partnership
Bad for the trade union
movement – bad for
campaigning against austerity

THE TRADE UNION movement is much smaller
than it was in 1979 – and density in the private
sector down to just 12 per cent.  Yet it has been

argued, correctly, that a much smaller movement at the
beginning of  the last century managed to achieve major
breakthroughs for the working class: old age pensions,
universal suffrage, council housing and trade union
freedoms we no longer have today. 

What made this possible?  It was the movement’s
cohesion, activism and political clarity.  Can we redevelop
this? There have been some welcome developments.
The organising agenda is now widespread.  Conference
policy is generally much to the Left of  what it was 20
years ago.  Joint action is taking place between trade
unions and communities.

But one key factor working in the other direction is
‘partnership’.  In the health sector, partnership working
with the employers has been the norm for some time.  It
is now growing in local government.  

Partnership dampens down militancy in the workplace
making it more difficult to build a collective response to
the cuts agenda. It fosters passivity, isolates activists and
incorporates unions into the cuts agenda by encouraging
members to accept the cuts as inevitable.

One partner makes the other pay for austerity with
cuts to pay, terms and conditions, and job losses. It can
lead to a lazy approach to organising – why bother with
such time consuming tasks as face to face meetings with
members when you are guaranteed a seat at the top
table.

It can also lead to a cosy relationship with the bosses
by senior stewards and full time officers combined with
the targeting of  trade union militants and “trouble
makers”.  No less fatally it creates a political divide
between trade unions and service users and the wider
community

The only way to stop the attacks is to demand no cuts,
no trading away conditions. Building workplace
organisation and militancy along with political campaigning
is key, convincing workers they should not have to pay for
capitalism’s crisis.

An updated version of  the Kevin Halpin pamphlet “The
Case for Trade Unionism” is about to be launched by the
Communist Party which argues for organised, militant,
and political trade unionism. It’s a must read for those
activists in the private or public sector who are
concerned with the disconnect over what is decided in
the conference hall and what is happening on the ground. 
TOM MORRISON

EUROPEAN UNION

TWO MOTIONS
before the 2015
STUC

highlight the
obstacles posed by
the European
Union to the
implementation of
exiting STUC policy –
particularly in the areas
of public ownership and

collective bargaining.
John Hendy QC and
Professor Keith Ewing
have recently warned
of the danger posed
by the EU to
labour rights.  
Articles 120 and
121 of the Lisbon
Treaty specifically
require member
states to enable wage

setting that takes

Public ownership and
collective bargaining
rights under threat
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account of differing levels of
productivity and performance
between firms and regions – in
other words, NOT to permit
collective bargaining procedures
across nations and industries. 
And this is no empty gesture.
The European Commission is
currently making it a condition of
bailout. Countries like Cyprus,
Spain, Greece and Italy are being
forced to dismantle existing
collective bargaining structures.  It
is also a requirement under EU
2020 to which Britain is signed up.
The EU asserts the freedom of
capital – not the freedom of
workers to organise.  This is one
reason why the STUC needs to
take a much more explicit position

on the EU.  Unless trade unionists
expose and challenge the EU on
this, the legal drive to erode
workers’ rights will only get worse
This also applies to the EU’s
assault on public ownership.  The
Single European Act and
subsequent directives all require
the phasing out of ‘state aid’ to
industry and an end to public
sector ‘monopolies’.  Yet without
public sector intervention the
economies of countries like
Scotland are doomed to decline.
Again the EU Commission is
using the financial crisis to
enforce massive privatisation
programmes from Greece to
Portugal. In Scotland we have
already seen the consequences of

EU rail directives and the impact
on postal services and energy.
Public service is swapped for
private monopoly.  
It is no accident that the EU
Commission is the joint architect
of TTIP – taking us even further
down the privatisation road.
Scottish trade unionists need to
challenge all  the comfort talk
about the EU.  It’s not the
worker’s friend.  It’s a false friend,
the persuader for big business –
and when the moment comes, as
in Greece, its brutal enforcer.
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I AM PROUD to stand as a
candidate for the Communist Party.
Our party has a long tradition of

campaigning and organising in the
trade union movement and in Scottish
communities to fight for a better
standard of  life for working people.

In the last five years the Con-Dem
government has waged a relentless
war on working people and their
families, in an attempt to claw back all
the gains we have won since the
Second World War.

It is clear that their austerity agenda
is not about fixing a deficit. It is about
maximising profits for the super rich
whilst ordinary people are made to
suffer.

Whilst we lose millions of  jobs

across Scotland and the rest of  Britain,
have our public spending slashed and
our services sold into private hands,
the richest 1,000 people in Britain have
doubled their wealth in the last five
years, and are now worth £519 billion.

Yet the Labour Party leadership has
failed to stand on the side of  working
people, and are pledging to continue
austerity.

The SNP have continued to pander
to big business. They have voted
down the living wage, they want tax
breaks for big business and have
pushed local  councils into making
massive cuts in spending.

I am standing in order to challenge
both the SNP and Labour on their
commitment to stand up for working
people and end austerity.

After the referendum the working

people of  Scotland need to come
together to fight against these cuts
collectively. We must stand shoulder
to shoulder with working class
communities in England and Wales
who are suffering from the cuts in the
same way we are. Through the
People’s Assembly against Austerity,
this is possible. The real division in
our society is between workers and
bosses and this demands a class
response. 

This is something that nationalism
will never address.
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EUROPE AND LATIN AMERICA

US sanctions, NATO
expansion and the
threat to peace

Alan Mackinnon, secretary of Scottish CND, and
Paul Dobson, member of the Merida Regional
Committee of the Communist Party of Venezuela,
spoke at the packed briefing session in the
Communist Party offices in Glasgow in March.

Paul Dobson gave an eyewitness account of  current
preparations for a ‘slow coup’ by right-wing forces in
Venezuela.  Obama’s presidential decree declaring
Venezuela a threat to US national security followed last
year’s imposition of  sanctions.  Historically, such decrees
have generally been the precursor to active intervention.
2015 has already seen the uncovering of  a plot by air force
generals to bomb the presidential palace as the first move
in a wider coup he said.  

Economic dislocation is now at a high level. The flooding
of  the oil market by US fracking oil has cut the price of
Venezuela’s main export by half. An active programme of
economic sabotage is taking place internally.

Paul, calling for solidarity from all progressives and
support for the Day of  Action on 19 April, said:  ‘The
Bolivarian revolution in Venezuela has transformed the
country and set it on the road to socialism – if  only at the
very beginning.  This is what frightens the US: a living
example that an alternative to capitalism is possible.’

Alan Mackinnon described that grave dangers of  NATO
expansionism in Europe: ‘The 2014 Cardiff NATO agreed
a major expansion of  military involvement in Eastern
Europe: shifting the NATO headquarters east, establishing
a military strike force of  25,000 on the Russian border,
NATO command centres in six Eastern European states
and bringing four new countries into NATO: Georgia,
Bosnia, Montenegro and Macedonia.  All of  these
countries will be covered by the NATO Article 5 of
collective retaliation – by a first strike nuclear alliance.’

This represents, said Alan, a major threat to world
peace and follows the coup engineered in February 2014
in Kiev – a coup planned in detail by the neo-Cons in the
US State Department led by Victoria Nuland in response
to the elected government rejecting NATO involvement
and taking a position of  non-alignment.  

‘NATO expansion is a dangerous reality.  It has already
triggered conflict in Ukraine. The Left needs to actively
oppose’ he said.

PEOPLES ASSEMBLY

The People's Assembly in Scotland
has condemned the Chancellor’s
Budget statement, particularly the
projected cuts of  around £30 billion. 

These cuts, according to
government sources, will eliminate
the budget deficit by 2019-20. These
cuts in our view will be far bigger than
those already inflicted and will further
have a detrimental effect on all our
public services, in most cases by up to
20 per cent of  current expenditure.

Peoples Manifesto
and petition
thepeoplesassembly.org.uk

This, in the view of  the Office of
Budget Responsibility (OBR) will take
Government spending back to the
level of  the 1930s and will postpone
and delay any economic recovery.

We therefore seek support from all
parliamentary candidates in the
forthcoming General Election to
commit themselves to oppose all
austerity cuts. 

At the same time we ask our
elected representatives in the Scottish
Parliament to use existing tax-raising
powers and/or budget underspends
to prevent these further cuts to the
Scottish Budget and to those of  our
local authorities.

Why is this important?
The austerity ideology has failed for

the working class and the poor, who
are carrying the burden of  the cuts.

In fact austerity is doing exactly
what it was designed to do. That is to
decimate the welfare state, to cut and
privatise all our public services,
reduce wages and working conditions.
Austerity is there, to privatise profits
and nationalise debt.

Austerity is working. It is working
very well for the billionaires, who
have increased their wealth and
financial control since 2008.

To this end we are asking every
parliamentary candidate, in the
forthcoming General Election, to
commit themselves to oppose all
austerity cuts and sign our petition.

TOM KIRBY IS THE SCOTTISH REPRESENTATIVE

OF THE PEOPLE’S ASSEMBLY
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